I would like to tell of the home at Peoria for Francis Little, himself an
intelligent builder and manager of civic gas plants for John R. Walsh.
Mr. Little retired and sold the Peoria house to Bob Clarke. And—amusing
to me—tell of the second and especially of the third beautiful home I built
for him on the shore of Lake Mhrnetonka, Minnesota. I liked the house
much and the Littles more, but it has never been published. I could tell
the amusing story of how I got the Hotel and Bank block to build at
Mason City, Iowa. And tell of the Aeroplane House, Submarine, the
Coach-and-Four, the Polar-star and of Perihelion. The Dana House at
Springfield—dear old Mother Lawrence, salt-risen bread, blackberry pre-
serves and the way we kept faith with the old homestead. Tell, especially
of the lifelong interest and loyalty of Darwin D. Martin and the building
of several houses for him—under fire from Mrs. Martin—who finally
joined us. Of the help of the inventive Charles E. Roberts at Oak Park.
So many come trooping to mind, as children troop into school at the
ringing of the bell after recess. And I can say truthfully enough if not
modestly, that not one building great or small but was the working out of
some single-minded far-reaching idea, the practical demonstration of
many principles at work and for that reason as of record, not one has yet
been lost to the record. Although many have been torn down to make way
for changes in the city they have not been lost. A number of dwellings
have 'Changed hands7—as the advertisement used to read—because of the
rapidly shifting changes in the lives of the people for whom they were
built—inevitable in a young and rapidly changing country. Two were
bought back again by the same people who had built them and sold them,
because they said they could not feel at home in any other. Especially I
should like to tell the story of 'the house that was never built'. It was, of
course, the best house I ever built.
Kaleidoscopic! These gratifications of social-shifts demanded and taken by
the restless to and fro of our artificial, hectic, economic life in the United
States* What European would understand it? The people of these United
States live under it, familiar with it but do not understand it themselves.
But there have been stories enough. In choosing the tales of Hollyhock
House and La Miniatura I have wilfully taken those experiences in which
I was most at disadvantage owing to the vicious triangle, or by way of
Time, Place and Circumstance, or by way of my own fault—intending as I
have said, to show how all creative effort in the direction of any ideal is
continually at the mercy of human nature—the trivial idiosyncrasy char-
acteristic in the circumstances, and the vicious building system of our
country. But I should retract. Where creative effort is involved there are
no trivial circumstances. T*he most trivial of them may ruin the whole
issue. Yes, eternal vigilance is the only condition of creation as well as
Freedom in our architecture in Usonia.
Certainly it is only fair to include one's mistakes and errors of judg-
ment—any characteristic failings that at any time had relation to results
as a whole, in this presentation of architecture as essentially human stuff,
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